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Annual General Meeting on 8th February: 
Candidates standing for Election to the Committee

GamFed’s next Annual General Meeting (AGM) is scheduled for Friday, 8 January, at
2:00 pm, UK time, on Google Hangout. A brief profile of the candidates who are
standing for committee roles is carried in this post. The next committee will be
elected in the upcoming AGM. 
Know your candidates
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Help by Participating in a Research Survey: UK based research project
studying the effects of gamification in corporate training

This is a collaboration study between 4 major UK universities, Sussex,
Plymouth, Bristol and Southampton.  
 
The researching team, Dr. Anabela Soares, Dr. Nicholas Dacre, Dr. Mohamed
Haddoud and Vasilis Gkogkidis (also GamFed ambassador, Greece) are
looking into the effects that gamification in training has on employee
performance. They are interested in employee performance of the individual but
of the team as well and are measuring things like effectiveness, productivity
and reflexivity and if these are influenced by gamification in training. 
 
If you have experienced gamified training please spend 5 minutes of your time
to complete this survey. If you are using gamification in your training please
send this link to people that take your training.
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Talk:Scaling Enterprise Gamification from 100 to 100,000 Players by
Munch Lam, Founder and Ceo, SelfDrvn
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In this presentation given at the Gamification Europe Conference last year, Munch
Lam talks from experience about how to make gamification work. Watch his talk. 
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Interview: Entrepreneur Episodes

In a wide ranging conversation spanning entrepreneurship, leadership,
business, customer experience and gamification, GamFed co-founder Nicolas
Babin recounts his professional journey. 
Read the interview here
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Talk: Applied Game Thinking by Jaxton Cheah

In this talk at the Learning Technologies Conference, 2017, GamFed member and
Game Thinking Coach, Jaxton Cheah invites you to take a step back and consider
not the details of games and gamification, but rather the concept of game thinking.

What are the principles that make games so compelling, and how can we apply them
to adult learning? Watch his session here.
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Congratulations! Gamification+ wins coveted Board of Trade Award
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Gamification+ was awarded the Board of Trade award by the Department of
International Trade and the UK Board of Trade as a mark of recognition for their
contributions to trade and investment in the year 2018. Congratulations Pete
Jenkins, Vasilis Gkogkidis, and Kira Downer! 
Learn more about their achievement here
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Photos: ideaChef Workshop
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ideaChef train the trainer at IADE  Creative University conducted by lecturer
and Gamfed Ambassador (Portugal), Rui Patricio. Congratulations!
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News from beyond GamFed... 
Is It Time To Add Gamification To Your Loyalty Strategy?

Brands around the world are adding gamification to drive loyalty writes loyalty
expert Sallie Burnett before outlining 11 essential tips for adding gamification
to your loyalty program strategy. 
Read the article here
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News from beyond GamFed... 
The Gamification of Healthcare: Emergence of the Digital Practitioner?

Gamification in healthcare is gaining momentum, with attempts to apply gaming
principles to improve patient clinical outcomes. This trend establishes the need
for a “digital practitioner” who channels these games, monitors progress, and
selects the most appropriate ones for a given patient, write the authos of a
paper published in the American Journal of Managed Care (AJMC) 2019. 
Read the paper here
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Developed and tested my first game (very basic, but hey!) Thank you for
sharing your knowledge :-)

Developed and tested a simple excel based, decision-making game yesterday
for a classroom training program. Objective was for bankers to select the best
loan proposals from a milieu, identify stress accounts and anticipate non
performing assets over 4 quarters. While the interface was rudimentary, the 35
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participants in groups of 3 and 4 thoroughly enjoyed the session which led to
lively discussions and a 5 star rating.  
First game I have developed, consciously thinking about game elements and
motivation. So, thank you for generously teaching me through our interactions!
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